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By Roelof Troost, WCC Smart Search & MatchNew prospects

REFUGEES:  
the SOLUTION  
to an imminent  

PROBLEM

At a recent conference on border management, a retired 
border guard officer from Finland painted a bleak picture: 
global warming and population growth will result in food 

shortages around the equator, especially in the Middle East 
and Africa. This will ignite even more civil unrest in these 

already shaky regions, compelling people to seek safety, 
food, and a better quality of life in Europe. Without doubt, 

the refugee situation in Europe demands our attention. 
This article outlines a typical refugee journey and presents 

a remarkable solution for improving its end result.
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 The issue is here to stay

For some time, the number of asylum applications in the EU was 
quite stable, having peaked to 672,000 in 1992 due to the conflict 
in former Yugoslavia, then settling around 200,000 from 2006 
onwards. In 2015, there was a dramatic increase in first-time 
asylum applications, mainly due to the Syrian conflict. In total, 
nearly 1.26 million people applied for asylum in the EU in 2015. By 
most accounts, these numbers should not be expected to decline 
anytime soon, leading to deep concern across Europe.

However, there are many ways to look at facts and figures. 
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 
collects and publishes data on worldwide refugee counts. This data 
reveals that the refugees hosted by Europe only account for 6% of 
the world’s displaced people. Moreover, statistics gathered since 
1960 show a clear decline in birth rates in Europe. Going by the 
theory that economic progress and wealth reduce the number of 
children per family, Europe may soon face a serious lack of people 
in the workforce. 

Perhaps we are looking at the refugee situation through the 
wrong lens. What if the people at Europe’s doorstep are the solu-
tion to an imminent problem? One thing is clear: Europe will be 
dealing with refugees in the coming years. It makes sense to find 
the most effective way for them to integrate into society.

A typical journey

Let us consider a typical refugee journey. It starts with fleeing the 
turmoil in Syria and ends, if all goes as planned, in Germany. Most 
asylum seekers attempt to reach the nearest Greek islands, such as 
Kos or Lesbos. The short trip is dangerous and expensive. Smug-
glers charge extortionate prices to pack people onto shoddy boats. 
Once they first set foot on EU soil, the refugees are picked up by 
Greek coastguards or police. In accordance with the Dublin Regu-
lations, their personal information is recorded and their finger-
prints are stored in the EURODAC system. Next stop: a refugee 
camp.

The Dublin Regulations determine which EU member state is 
responsible for each asylum application. This is based on criteria 
such as which member state the refugee first entered, and whether 
any relatives are already in the EU. The Regulations also stipulate 
that each applicant be interviewed, and specifies how to organize 

transfer to the responsible member state. Countless stories 
describe the refugees’ difficulties understanding the interview, the 
lack of translators, and the confusion surrounding transport. This 
causes many refugees to continue on independently: a harrowing 
journey across the non-EU countries of Macedonia and Serbia, 
then through Hungary and Austria, to the end goal Germany. Once 
more, many use illegal smugglers who charge excessive fees.

Most refugees have family with whom they hope to be reunited. 
Sometimes, the relatives may already be in Germany, the UK, or 
Sweden. Other times, families become separated en route. Once 
in Western Europe, almost all refugees find the accommodation 
acceptable. With food and shelter taken care of, integration into 
the host society can start. 

A matching solution

There is consensus among experts that the single most impor-
tant step for successful integration is labor market participation. 
However, job availability currently is not factored in when deciding 
the resettlement destination. Clearly, we only stand to gain from 
doing so. In Germany, around 100,000 refugees have found a job 
and pay social security taxes: a firm indicator that becoming full 
participants in society is attainable for refugees. According to 
Tim Harford in the Financial Times, there is a role for economic 
matching here. He calls the current resettlement process wasteful: 
refugees are placed in areas without enough suitable work. This 
causes them to disappear into the illegal circuit or remain jobless 
and thus burden the economy.

Governments have various methods for resettling refugees, 
from random dispersion to best guesses by officials. What if they 
were to try matching instead? Harford considers the refugee 
crisis a classic matching problem: on the one hand, there are local 
governments providing amenities like housing, schools, medical 
care, and jobs. On the other, there are refugees with needs and 

Perhaps we are looking at the refugee situation through the 

wrong lens. What if the people at Europe’s doorstep are the 

solution to an imminent problem?

Many refugees attempt the  
harrowing journey across Europe on their own,  

often paying extortionate fees to smugglers.

NEW PROSPECTS – REFUGEES: THE SOLUTION TO AN IMMINENT PROBLEM
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desires, but also work experience and skills. However, the gap 
between theory and practice is significant. Refugees face major 
humanitarian challenges; skills matching probably is the last thing 
on their mind. 

One solution is to connect the domains of refugee registration 
and public employment at a far earlier stage. A small, agile EU 
organization could be mandated to coordinate and align this new 
way of resettling refugees across all member states and points of 
entry. The input for job matching – recent work experience verified 
by sanity checks – can be collected directly in the entry interview. 
The public employment service in the destination country can 
analyze credentials and skills more extensively later on. However, 
recording job experience is only the first step for a successful match.

To be truly effective, matching must take into account member 
state information, which European public employment services can 
make available. This includes refugee acceptance quota, housing 
availability, and regional availability of jobs. International assess-
ment teams of experts should then map the work experience against 
the target country context. For example, member states with flexible, 
job-based qualification systems might require less formal vocational 
training than countries with more regulated frameworks. Extracting 
vacancies from a variety of sources adds even more valuable input. 

Of course, matching that takes all this data into account quickly 
becomes too complex to do manually. That means case workers 
should be supported by a matching platform that can handle large 
data volumes and flexible match requirements. Ideally, this plat-
form would also incorporate a knowledge base of the labor market 
context to inform the decision-making process. This solution 
makes for much more effective resettlement targeting. It allows us 
to find the resettlement area with the highest chance of successful 
integration, and prevents sending people on avoidable expeditions. 
It is time to start linking refugee identification systems to employ-
ment services. Early job matching might be just the ticket to put 
refugees on the road towards a successful future. 

It is time to start linking refugee identification systems to em-

ployment services. Early job matching might be just the ticket 

to put refugees on the road towards a successful future. 
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 With close to 160 million citizens, Nigeria is Africa’s most popu-
lous country. As part of an ambitious Presidential initiative, adult 
Nigerians and resident legal aliens currently receive advanced 
multipurpose electronic identity cards. Due to the size of the Nige-
rian population, the Nigerian eID card project is one of the largest 
of its kind in history. The full deployment will include more than 
100 million card holders.

The Nigerian identity card is the only eID document in the 
world that features a payment application. This enables use cases 
such as electronic benefit transfer, pension payment or tax refund. 
As around 50 million Nigerians are currently not being formally 
served by the financial sector, the Nigerian eID card represents the 
largest “bank the unbanked” operation in history.

Another benefit to having an electronic ID card in Nigeria, 
is that some third parties are also able to leverage information 
from the card. When you see eID schemes in Europe or elsewhere, 
the document itself is usually controlled by one issuing agency – 
normally from the country’s state printing agency and this agency 
is normally the only one that has complete access to the informa-
tion contained within the card. However, in Nigeria there are other 
agencies that need to make use of the very advanced data stored 
in the card, as well. Therefore, a federation between the different 
agencies takes place. Each of these agencies can have data owner-
ship of their own particular well of data.

The applications provided by the Nigerian eID card show that 
an identity document can be used for much more than only iden-
tity checking or border control. This can also be seen in the USA. 
As is well-known, the US has a very fragmented identity market. 
Only the passport is used for a federal identity card. In addition, 
each state issues different kinds of identity cards of its own. As 
there is a strong demand for having a medical identity device (it 
is estimated that every year the US is victim to about $60 Billion 
of medical identity fraud), most insurance companies are issuing 
some kind of credential, too, whether it be a health card or a 
smart-card-based health card.

We are now seeing some of the very first projects where health 
card data is being put onto an electronic identity card. This has the 
benefit of actually being able to store patient clipboard data – for 
example blood type, allergies, beneficiary data, actual coverage of 
individuals through the insurance company, special medication 
or any new drug interactions. All this data could be accessed by 
different types of agencies within the processing system.

It is also possible to use a mobile phone as a secure reader to 
read data on the eID document using NFC. One can read the data 

either with the presentation of the eID PIN or via a card access 
number printed on the document itself. The latter method is much 
more suitable for a read out where the owner of the card might be 
unconscious or physically unable to present the PIN himself.

This ultimately leads to money saving for the insurance 
companies through the reduction of medical ID fraud, by having 
a very high degree of medical information written to a card that 
they control. This means that it can also be used in a different way. 
For example, when a patient goes into the hospital to register for a 
service or visit for an appointment, he or she can very quickly be 
on-boarded by the presentation of the card to a machine or a kiosk 
and that information can be read from the card and then used to 
pre-fill forms or direct the patient to services within the hospital. 
We believe that this will meet different levels of consumer satis-

faction, because they are able to get the services that they need 
specifically targeted to them, much faster.

This is a trend at the moment in the US. We are starting to see 
small commercial enterprises issuing fundamentally electronic 
ID cards that are specific to their services. Because they are able 
to make use of these security mechanisms and protection profiles 
that have been derived for travel documents or eID documents, 
they are able to implement and tailor these for specific use cases 
across various industries, where people ID validation is of para-
mount importance. It means that these issuing agencies are able 
to reduce fraud, while still meeting the complex data requirements 
that come from acquiring health information.

In conclusion, we can see that identity documents are like 
Swiss Army knives – the areas they can cover and the functional 
benefits they can provide are almost endless. They just need to be 
explored. 

eID use CASES  
beyond BORDER  

CONTROL
By Adam Ross and Klaus Schmeh, cryptovision

An eID document is like a Swiss Army knife – it supports many different applications. 
However, the full potential of eID cards is still rarely, if at all, used. This article introduces 

several advanced eID use cases that have already been implemented in practice. 

eID USE CASES BEYOND BORDER CONTROL

We are now seeing some of the very first projects where 

health card data is being put onto an electronic identity  

card. This has the benefit of actually being able to store 

patient clipboard data – for example blood type, allergies, 

beneficiary data, actual coverage of individuals through  

the insurance company, special medication or any new  

drug interactions.
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 eGovernment in the Digital Age 

The notion of eGovernment encompasses different activities 
and stakeholders. In general, eGovernment is divided into three 
components: government-to-government (G2G); government-to-
business (G2B) and government-to-citizen (G2C). 

One of the most influential aspects in eGovernment is the 
transactional presence. This means a two way interaction between 
citizens and their governments. Citizens are able to apply for iden-
tity documents (e.g. ID card, passport, birth certificate, driver 
license etc.), pay relevant public services (e.g. motor vehicle viola-
tion, taxes, fees for postal services etc.), using their bank card. It 
is a central point for interactive services. According to the United 
Nations (UN) eGovernment Survey, 148 countries have at least one 
form of online transactional services. Meanwhile, the online appli-
cation of identity cards is the least popular tansactional service 
with only 55 countries (UNDESA, 2016).

Transition towards eGovernment 

Traditionally, public services require a great deal of resources to 
process and complete. To better meet the needs of a digital society, 
the provision of integrated public services online has become 
the number one priority of Information and communications  

technology (ICT). eParticipation is driven more than ever by 
different channels of communication between governments and 
citizens. From a social perspective, citizens are seeking to have 
control over their own lives. A one-stop-shop eGovernment plat-
form is a secure way for citizens to authenticate and interact with 
state authorities 24/7.

The digital identity and biometric verification system is a pre-
requisite for any eGovernment development. The starting point 
for digital service delivery is trusted and secure eID documents 
that serve the basic functions of identification and authentication 
of citizens. The effective implementation of eGovernment services 
requires a Whole-of-Government approach (UNDESA, 2012) that 
promotes an integrative response to the governance of public 
service systems/portals. In this way, public service agencies join 
forces and work across boundaries to offer a multitude of services 
through a single, easy-to-use interface. 

Digital transformation unlocks a number of benefits for 
governments and citizens, including increased efficiency, trans-
parency and greater participation in public affairs. Greater engage-
ment and participation in public processes deepens democracy, 
promoting more responsive and transparent government-citizen 
interactions. eGovernment also mobilizes resources and shapes 
actions, promoting effectiveness of public service delivery. For 
example, a digital transaction is nearly 50 times cheaper than 
face-to-face transactions (Deloitte, 2015) and it definitely saves 
time for citizens, because they can do the majority of their things 
remotely.

eGOVERNMENT: BOOSTING A COUNTRY’S DEVELOPMENT

Figure 1: Types of eGovernment Systems

eGovernment:  
BOOSTING a country’s 
DEVELOPMENT
By Alexander Popov, X Infotech

Today, citizens take advantage of responsive and highly personalized services from the retail and 
financial industries, expecting the same level of public services from governments. Therefore, 
forward-looking countries are continuously investing in digital technologies to drive a country’s 
development and bridge the gap between the public sector and modern society. There are several 
countries across the world (e.g. the United Kingdom, Ireland, Latvia and Ukraine) that show a 
strong correlation between digital government and GDP growth. 
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annual savings is expected to reach $50 billion and digital payment 
transactions – to grow 30% by 2020. (Boston Consulting Group, 
2012; Boston Consulting Group & Google, 2015). 

Conclusion

The developments of eGovernment are directly linked to the stra-
tegic objective of better serving citizens, improving access to 
public services and promoting their digital literacy. The provision  

of seamless services engages citizens in public affairs and deci-
sion-making processes. More and more countries are paying 
closer attention to eGovernment, contributing to the efficient 
and effective delivery of transactional services via a single plat-
form. Meanwhile, however, there is a very clear gap between 
different countries across the globe and the future prospects of 
eGovernment services increasingly rely on the evolution of secure 
authentication and derived credentials for mobile ID. This is why 
governments need to step up their efforts in eGovernment, while 
thinking locally, engaging citizens and finding the right strategy 
and partner for eGovernment developments. 

Figure 3: eGovernment in Europe and Africa

eGOVERNMENT: BOOSTING A COUNTRY’S DEVELOPMENT

Global Trends in eGovernment 

Over the past 15 years, eGovernment has been growing at a very 
fast rate. The UN eGovernment Survey 2016 reveals that all 193 
Member States are moving towards new developments in eGovern-
ment, having established an online presence as of 2014 (UNDESA, 
2016). In 2016, 29 countries have reached “very high” eGovern-
ment Development Index (EGDI), compared to only 10 Member 
States in 2003. According to the global survey, the leading eGov-
ernment countries are the United Kingdom, Japan and Australia. 
It is also worth mentioning that 26 European countries represent 
half of the Top 50 performing eGovernment countries, followed by 
Asia and the Americas (UNDESA, 2016). 

Despite all these eGovernment advancements, there are 
significant disparities among the regions, leaving an extensive gap 
between African and European countries. The African countries 
represent 81.2% of the low-EGDI group (UNDESA, 2016), lagging 
behind the rest of the world. There are several barriers in Africa 
including the lack of ICT infrastructures and interoperability, 
limited access to technologies as well as inequality and poverty 
(Adebesin, 2013). However, the lack of a wire connection to the 
internet in Africa begins to be compensated now and new develop-
ments of mobile connection boost eGovernment and mobile infra-
structure based payment systems.

This is exemplified by the fact that European countries offer 
10 times more public services to the poor and vulnerable groups 

of society than Africa. In Europe, digital government services are 
developing steadily and digital identity is becoming a must-have 
feature of any one-stop eGovernment platform. The European 
Union countries are focusing on an integrated policy, creating 
a centralized, single access point for different public services 
focused on such real-life events as employment, health and social 
issues (European Commission, 2015).

Future of eGovernment 

The primary concerns in eGovernment are security and privacy 
that build up distrust in online transactional services. Secure 
authentication for Derived credentials is one of the examples of 
how to ensure a high level of authentication on mobile devices, 
guaranteeing privacy and personal control of information exchange. 

The future of eGovernment is also in the hands of joint collabo-
ration between governments and citizens on the development of a 
centralized service platform. The Public Governance Committee 
presents the Recommendation on Digital Government Strategies 
and underlines that the key stakeholders need to “actively shape 
political priorities, collaborate in the design of public services and 
participate in their delivery to provide more coherent and inte-
grated solutions to complex challenges (EOCD Council, 2014, p. 2)”.  
Assuming that eGovernment services have enhanced interac-
tions between citizens and governments worldwide, the amount of 

Figure 2: Types of eGovernment Systems
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Mobile:  
WHERE NEXT?

By Frank Smith, ENLETS Mobile

The current state of mobile computing and communications is the result of a long period of 
innovation of several technologies over many years. During that time there have been many game 

changing breakthroughs, and sustained improvement of ideas. 

This paper looks at the journey so far, focusing on current and recent examples of mobile 
payments, travel, law enforcement, identity, biometrics, communications, security, and the broader 

context of computing. It is based on a wide range of conversations with specialists in different 
fields and presentations at recent conferences including the Silicon Trust Mobile ID Forum in 

London in April 2016; the annual Biometrics conferences in London organised by Elsevier and 
the Biometric Institute each October; several meetings of the ENLETS Mobile EU working group 

(formerly e-MOBIDIG) on mobile solutions for law enforcement; and other sources.
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In this review the term ‘mobile’ is not necessarily restricted to use of mobile 
smartphones and similar devices but includes chips embedded in contactless 
cards, passports, and increasingly in the future, household and other devices 

known as the Internet of Things. A broad view is relevant, particularly as so many 
of the technologies are converging and overlapping.

 Payments

Electronic and contactless payment

Multiple trends are changing how we make payments. We are 
first, increasingly moving from traditional cash payments to 
electronic payments; second, electronic payments are increas-
ingly moving from contact-based smart cards (EMV, chip and 
pin) to contactless payment cards where the card is held very 
close to the payment reader; and third, contactless payments are 
increasingly being made from a secure smartphone using Near-
Field Communication (NFC), the same close proximity connec-
tion as contactless cards – this is known as mobile payment, 
discussed next. In addition, traditional PCs and mobile devices 
are being widely used for home banking and payments. Visa 
reported at the Contactless Forum in Q2 2016 that in Europe 160 
million Visa cards support contactless payment; there were 3.2 
million contactless-enabled terminals; and in the 12 months to 
April 2016, 3 billion contactless payments were expected to be 
made.

Uptake of new forms of payment varies from country to 
country but has real attraction to customers for ease and speed of 
use. It would be reasonable to assume those with less take up so far 
will follow the earlier adopting countries.

Innovations described at the Contactless Forum included:

• bPay – wristband, key fob and stickers. Operates as a 
contactless payment card, but in a different physical form so 
that it can be carried differently from a card, on a keyring, 
on the wrist or glued onto another object that has a flat 
surface.

• Cork City, Ireland – won a Contactless and Mobile Award 
2016 for promotion of contactless payment in a city that has 
traditionally been very much cash-based.

• Auto-vending machines – machines selling cold drinks 
and confectionery purchased by contactless payment as an 
alternative to cash.

• Charity collections – Cancer Research UK and others 
are exploring the use of a mobile contactless payment device 
equivalent to a charity cash collecting box; and donation 
points on charity shop windows inviting the public to make a 
contactless donation when passing in the street – when they 
do, a video message plays to thank the donor. Open all hours, 
not restricted to shop opening times.

• Travel – innovations are described below using the same or 
similar technology as contactless and mobile payments, for 
travel purposes, including payment.

Mobile payment

As already mentioned, smartphones and other smart mobile 
devices including smart watches are increasingly being equipped 
with NFC communication to be able to make contactless payments, 
taking the place of a contactless smartcard. Security was enhanced 
with the introduction of ApplePay, announced in September 2014, 
including TouchID fingerprint verification. Other smartphones 
have introduced similar facilities. Various mechanisms exist to 
safeguard the integrity of critical data (see Security, below).

Enabling a smartphone to behave as a contactless card adds 
functionality such as real-time messaging that would alert the 
owner if his credentials had been used on another machine. 

Point of Sale and online sales

Point of Sale (PoS) terminals are well established in Europe to read 
a chipped (contact) bank card, allowing the purchaser to input a 
4-digit PIN to authenticate a payment using the EMV technical 
standard. This is being extended to allow contactless payments. 
Various new solutions are being offered to allow retailers to offer the 
PoS capabilities to customers based on smartphones. PoS terminals 
are being developed that include biometric verification. Electronic 
vending machines and charity collection points mentioned earlier 
show how innovative sale points are being developed.

MOBILE TIMELINE

1920s…

1926  A public telephone service was launched for 1st class 
rail passengers between Hamburg and Berlin (Wiki-
pedia item: History of Mobile Telephony) 

1970s…

1973  Martin Cooper of Motorola is photographed making 
the first mobile handheld cellular phone call, to a 
colleague in Bell Labs. The phone weighs 1.1 Kg.

1980s…

1981  The Osbourne 1 portable computer is released. 10.7 Kg, 
it had a 5" glass screen, 5¼" floppy disk drive, 64K 
bytes of memory and was mains powered. 

1983  First cellular phone (subsequently: 1G), is launched 
using analogue technology

1984 IBM release the Personal Computer (PC). 
  Psion Organiser, in effect the first Personal Digital 

Assistant (PDA), is launched.

1990s…

1991  First 2G cellular phone system is launched in Finland. 
Used digital technology, in circuit switched mode.  
Introduced Short Message Service (SMS: text message). 
Handset weight reduced towards 100-200g.

1994  First version of EMV standard for smart payment cards 
released, updated 1998.

  IBM Simon, a PDA with mobile phone, is launched:  
the first smartphone.

  Ericsson invent Bluetooth short range radio communi-
cation.

1995 Amazon.com sells its first book online
1996  Nokia 9000 Communicator released: PDA with fully 

functional phone
1999  BlackBerry 850 released: first smartphone to include 

email capability.
  MSN Messenger released – instant messaging over  

the internet

2000s…

2001  First fully commercial 3G service launched in Japan: 
digital, cellular but based on packet switching for 
data use. Capable of 2 Mbps or more.

2002  TomTom Navigator for Windows CE PDAs; (2004: 
integrated TomTom Go satnav).

2004  Facebook launched
Mid-  Higher speed versions of 3G (known as 3.5G and 3.9G)
2000s developed; also local wireless connection to internet 

routers begin to appear (WiFi).
2006  Introduction by many countries of ICAO 9303 secure 

chips in passports.
2007  Apple introduce the iPhone, upgraded to the iPhone 3 in 

2008.
  Google release Android smartphone operating system 

for touchscreen mobile devices, based on Linux; and 
form the Open Handset Alliance

  First contactless payment card introduced
  Continental Airlines (now United) trials mobile 

boarding passes
2009  4G candidate system launched in Sweden and Norway 

with 10-fold increase in speed over 3G. Wholly digital 
packet switching based on Long Term Evolution 
(LTE); telephony sent as data using Voice over LTE 
(VoLTE).

2010s…

2010  Bluetooth Smart launched including classic, high speed 
and low energy.

2014  Apple release the iPhone 6, TouchID fingerprint recog-
nition and ApplePay.

  Contactless ticketing + payment introduced on Trans-
port for London (TfL)

2016  New smartphones from Apple (iPhone 7), Google 
and Samsung launched – lighter, thinner, bigger + 
brighter screen, improved battery life, water resist-
ance, speech recognition and artificial intelligence 
assistants… the story continues. 

  10th anniversary of widespread introduction of ICAO 
9303 chips in passports… most passports now 
contain secure chips.

2020s?...

2020  Start of 5G mobile communications services? Faster 
data, better connectivity, expansion of use cases

2021  Volume of smartphone data is >10 times that in 2015?
The Future  The journey will continue: discuss…

MOBILE: WHERE NEXT?
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Aviation boarding passes on a smartphone were introduced as 
an experiment in 2007 and is now widespread as a trusted process. 
The passenger buys their ticket, downloads the boarding pass to an 
electronic wallet on the phone: this includes a 2D barcode that is 
read by the check-in terminal, possibly even at unattended eGates.

Transport for London (TfL) introduced the use of contact-
less payment cards replacing cash purchase of tickets across 
the entire fleet of London busses and underground (tube) trains 
in 2014. Busses adopted a single standard fare for all journeys: 
‘tapping in’ to a reader with a contactless payment at the start of 
the journey deducts one standard fare from the holder’s account. 
Variable fares are necessary on the tube so the same card is used to 
tap in at the start and to tap out at the destination, when the correct 
fare can be charged. There has been a huge uptake for this solution.

ITSO, an organisation which aims to make travelling on public 
transport throughout the UK seamless and easier by using smart 
ticketing, has produced a standard for smart ticketing, and for 
interoperability which is important given the multiple operators 
who can be involved within the same region.

Complicated and incompatible pricing structures between 
competing transport operators in the same region can present a 
difficult challenge for introducing integrated travel schemes that 
allow passengers to switch flexibly between operators during a 
journey. Commercial and political change may be needed to ration-
alise the scheme before a good technological solution will work well. 

Examples schemes discussed at the Contactless Forum include 
Transport for the North – bus, train, Metro and tram opera-
tors across the North of England; MoBiB, uniting transport oper-
ators in Belgium with a common MOBIB chipped card; mobile / 
smart payment and ticketing solutions for the Chiltern Railway 
(UK), and Boston, Los Angeles and New York in the US, and others 
involving solutions by Masabi.

Major potential exists for mobile solutions to play an impor-
tant part in purchasing and ticketing transport, and in the future 
in co-ordinating transport operations. 5G mobile communica-
tions may in the future support better co-ordination of trans-
port systems and providing real time information for travellers, 
including bus and train scheduling, and co-ordinating groups 
(platoons) of autonomous cars on trunk roads and through cities. 
The future may be very different from today.

Law enforcement

Law enforcement services have developed sophisticated tech-
nology solutions which often have to be accessed back at base, 
in fixed offices, leaving a disconnect from the front-line officer. 
Mobile solutions are showing real potential to provide local, real-
time access to these systems on the front line, and to bring major 
improvements to service.

The ENLETS Mobile EU working group on mobile solu-
tions for law enforcement is a subgroup of the European Network 

of Law Enforcement Technology Services (ENLETS). ENLETS 
Mobile participants are demonstrating that a tipping point is being 
reached where effective large-scale mobile solutions are now being 
delivered for some agencies and that there is a real opportunity 
for a major adoption by others: the group exists to help share 
good practice within the law enforcement community. The group 
promotes ideas that have been shown to work well – and to help to 
avoid repeating expensive mistakes made in the past – and aims to 
help law enforcement services make effective progress.

Mobile systems such as the MEOS solution developed by the 
National Police of the Netherlands have shown the importance of 
fully involving front line users in the design team, re-designing and 
improving business processes by bringing technology direct to the 
front line, and including the capability for agile and incremental 
change based on proven experience in the business. Improve-
ments are possible in law enforcement to increase the ease and 
clarity of identification, streamline the process of issuing penalty 
tickets and increase the accuracy of data recorded, increasing the 
prospect of successful recovery of fines. Such solutions are able to 
connect directly to the core IT systems used by these organisations 
to deliver real-time results to the mobile officer. 

Mobile solutions are on track to be a major game changer for 
operational law enforcement, comparable to previous reforms 
brought about by the introduction of fingerprinting, radios, central 
computers, Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) and 
DNA profiling.

Identity

It is becoming ever more important as an individual to be able 
securely to establish your identity and entitlement to something, 
online or face to face. Correspondingly, as a service provider it is 
critical you can allow the right users access to your service but 
detect and prevent imposters, intruders, cyberattacks or any other 
attempt at unauthorised access. It is also essential that personal 
information is only shared when that is appropriate; and that 
sensitive data to prove your identity are held securely.

We are used to producing a physical document to establish our 
identity or authority, for example a passport at a national border or 
a bank card when making payment. We are probably too familiar 

Mobile solutions are also being developed to include biom-
etric verification for online sales to increase security and to make 
the customer experience as ‘frictionless’ and easy as possible, 
reducing abandoned sales. Mastercard recently launched Identity 
Check Mobile in Europe for this purpose.

Electronic, contactless and mobile payments are increasing 
rapidly and are likely to continue to grow and see a further shift 
from cash payments into more sophisticated models and new 
forms of encounter between the customer and the vendor.

Travel

Mobile devices are also increasingly being used for travel. Several 
cities and regions in different countries are actively developing 
mobile-based ticketing where the passenger can select a journey, 
buy a ticket, and then board the transport or to verify their eligibility 
to travel to an inspector. Examples include Transport for London 
(TfL) and other parts of the UK, Belgium, and examples in the US. 

Moderator at the 2016 Silicon Trust Mobile ID Forum: Frank Smith

MOBILE: WHERE NEXT?

Improvements are possible in law enforcement to  

increase the ease and clarity of identification, streamline  

the process of issuing penalty tickets and increase the  

accuracy of data recorded, increasing the prospect  

of successful recovery of fines. 
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with remembering multiple passwords for online services. We 
may not be aware of the secure chip in our passport or bank card; 
we are aware that remembering so many passwords for online 
access is impractical or leads to insecure practice. Strengthening 
the security of these functions on a smart card – an electronic 
identity (eID) document – can improve on a purely physical 
document or password; combining such functions on a smart-
phone that we already use for many other purposes – a mobile ID 
function – is a logical step, and is beginning to happen. Services 
to register an online identity as a central service to access other 
functions are also appearing.

Examples of identity schemes, including some discussed at the 
Silicon Trust MobileID Forum, are:

• Gov.uk/verify – identity service for online access to UK 
government services, supported by several identity providers 
including banks and credit agencies.

• Open Identity Exchange (OIX) – promotes good practice 
and standards on exchange of identity recognition between 
systems.

• FIDO (Fast Identity Online) – publishes standards interop-
erability between strong authentication devices, enabling the 
user to perform secure logon to multiple websites without 
having to remember logon credentials for each one. The user  
authenticates to their mobile device; the device stores creden-
tials for each site and logs on when authorised by the user.

• SAML 2.0 (Security Accreditation Mark-up Language) – 
allows exchange of accreditation credentials between for 
example one system where the user is already trusted and 
another which he would like to access but which does not 
know him. SAML is the basis for single sign on, logging onto 
multiple systems with one logon transaction, such as via an 
online identity service.

• New individual identity solutions are becoming available. 
Examples include goID (HID), Mobile Connect (GSMA), 
WorldReach (visa applications) and YOTI.

To be effective, electronic and mobile ID solutions have to depend 
on strong, trusted means of assuring the identity in question, 
considered further below (biometrics and security). 

Biometrics

It can be critical to establish that someone claiming a particular 
identity does not simply know the right credentials registered to 
that person (e.g. correct password, security answer and mobile 
device), but really is the actual person in question. To do 
this, biometrics – linking some enduring feature of the person 
presenting themselves to something previously recorded for that 
person – can help to authenticate the claim. 

Mobile solutions such as a smartphone or smart card can 
help. Recent devices have included some biometric capability, to 
increase assurance on identity and make the process easier to 
use. Apple TouchID fingereprint verification on the iPhone 6 and 
its link to ApplePay contactless payment was a breakthrough 
for mass market; others soon offered similar functions. Similar 
developments are taking place in mobile Point of Sale terminals. 
Some examples: 

• Fingerprint matching on card – EMV and MasterCard 
(September 2015). Match on Card means the reference 
biometric is held securely on the smartcard; a reader 
captures a fingerprint and sends that to the card, which can 
confirm whether the biometrics match – no reference data 
is disclosed. The same principle can work on a smartphone 
(Match on Device), as with TouchID.

• Facial verification – using advanced facial recognition 
to confirm that someone taking a ‘selfie’ photograph on a 
smartphone matches the person previously enrolled, or 
comparing the photo with an authenticated image on a 
secure passport chip

• Iris recognition – is coming into use; other modes of 
biometric may follow.

There is extensive knowledge amongst biometric specialists on the 
technologies and practical methods for effective biometric verifi-
cation. Mobile use is central to current advances in biometrics: FBI 
specialist Jim Loudermilk said at the Biometrics 2014 conference 
in London that what is happening with the development of mobiles 
is not just taking place alongside biometrics but is at the fore-
front of the development of the subject.

As more dependence is placed on biometric verification e.g. on 
a mobile device, the more important it is to consider the possibility 
of attempts to deceive biometric verification by ‘spoof’ attacks. This 
topic is known as presentation attack detection: standards are 
being developed in the area (ISO/IEC 30107). Methods of resisting 
attack include liveness detection, for example to detect when a 
photograph is presented instead of a real person – it is important 
to consider the possibilities and develop robust solutions. 

Law enforcement such as police and borders typically require 
high quality biometric sensors e.g. where a fingerprint will be used 
to search a large database; and even higher quality and recording 

Where the law allows it, mobile use of biometric  

search can be conclusive and efficient in identifying  

someone and highlighting information the border  

or police officer should know about. 
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of all 10 fingers to enrol new records onto such as system. Where 
the law allows it, mobile use of biometric search can be conclusive 
and efficient in identifying someone and highlighting information 
the border or police officer should know about. This possibility is 
driving the development of better, lighter, higher quality biometric 
sensors for mobile use.

Communications

Existing mobile networks

2G, 3G and 4G networks have developed over many years since 2G 
was launched in 1991. 4G introduced the new Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) standard for mobile data communication, better suited to 
high speed connectivity. Ericsson has said 

“Western Europe is at the  
forefront of mobile broadband  

due to early LTE roll-out, and well 
developed 3G networks.” 

— Ericsson Mobility Report, November 2015. 

These regular reports on the progress of mobile communication 
show a very rapid increase in the volume of mobile data being 
transmitted as more users and devices are connected, demanding 
faster data transmission e.g. for photographs, sound, video and 
online gaming – Ericsson projects that mobile data will increase 
by more that 10 times from 2015 to 2021 (a rate equivalent to that 
projected in Moore’s Law for the sustained increase in processing 
power on integrated circuits).

Future mobile networks: 5G 

5G represent the next major phase of mobile telecommunications 
standards beyond 4G. The Next Generation Mobile Networks Alli-
ance defines the following requirements for 5G networks which it 
feels should be rolled out by 2020 to meet business and consumer 
demand:

• Faster – tens of megabits per second should be supported 
for tens of thousands of users; 1 gigabit per second to be 
offered simultaneously to many workers on the same  
office floor;

• Better – several hundred thousand simultaneous connec-
tions to be supported for massive sensor deployments; 
coverage, signalling, spectral efficiency and latency should 
all be improved; and

• New use cases – such as Internet of Things with access in 
buildings and vehicles, broadcast-like services and lifeline 
communication in times of natural disaster.

Telecom vendors expect 5G to offer data rates up to 10 Gbps over the 
air; latency in the order of 1ms; and enable IoT connected devices to 
run on battery for up to 10 years. The Economist (ref. 1) highlighted 
the extent of the changes 5G will represent for everyone.

The long-term strategic direction for the specialist, high 
reliability networks needed for critical emergency services 
is in a migration from predominantly voice-based TETRA and 
TETRAPOL networks to networks based more closely on contem-
porary commercial mobile networks, LTE-based (including 
VoLTE), progressing to 5G as it becomes available.

WiFi and Bluetooth

These are important relatively short (metres) communication 
between devices, e.g. to pair co-operating devices or to connect a 
mobile device to an internet access point.

Near Field Communication (NFC) 

NFC uses low power radio communication to enable a reader to 
interrogate a contactless card when it is very close to the reader, 
without being directly connected electrically. This makes for 
simpler, quicker and more convenient interconnection than with 
an electrical contact. Smartphones can use NFC to act as a smart-
card to make payment, or as a reader to interrogate a document 
chip such as a payment card, ID card or passport.

Security

Security has been highlighted several times in the earlier discus-
sion about mobile solutions. A number of approaches exist and are 
being developed to support mobile use. Mobile communication 
inherently raises the questions ‘Who are you? Should I trust you?’ 
when devices connect: strong authentication is important to be 
sure that the right user, device and network are making contact. 
Part of the solution requires trust in the integrity of critical data 
held on a mobile device, for example private encryption keys, PINs, 
passwords and biometric data used to authenticate a user. High 
security is essential to underpin the trust necessary for mobile 
services and this can be supported by mechanisms such as:

• Trusted Platform Module (TPM), Secure Element 
or Secure Enclave (SE) or an electronic wallet hold 
critical data to protect them from unauthorised access.

• Public key encryption used in a PKI system or Virtual 
Private Network (VPN) can be used to ‘sign’ data with a 
digital signature: this does not prevent data being altered, 
but can detect if that has happened.

• Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) protects 
the confidentiality and integrity of critical software on a 
smartphone.

• Secure partitioning of a device so that one part can be 
used for work purposes and another for personal use, social 
media, etc. without conflict.

• Certified security properties of a key component e.g. the 
secure chip in a passport: a definition for these purposes is 
known as a Protection Profile (ISO/IEC 15408).

The EU has introduced a regulation on electronic identification 
and trust services (eIDAS), EU Regulation 910/2014, which 
provides for the interoperability of national eID schemes for elec-
tronic identity and trust, at low, substantial and high security, 
based on eIDAS standards. 

Broader context of computing

We have concentrated on mobile devices, particularly smart-
phones. These will continue to develop. Besides becoming yet 
lighter, thinner, better, faster, able to hold more data; and to 
improve screens, power consumption, batteries, charging methods 
and wearable technology. Recent innovations have included 
sensors for heart rate and GPS location making navigation on a 
smartphone a standard feature: more will follow.

There is also a broader context affecting how we use, are using 
and will use technology. Some examples:

• Internet of Things (IoT) – embedding sensing, control 
and communications capability within physical objects 
so that they can be connected over existing networks, 
integrating the physical and computing worlds. It has been 
projected the IoT will include 50 Billion devices by 2020. But 
it will do more and enable smart co-ordination of, and mass 
data analysis from, large groups of multiple components.

• Cloud computing – a shared method of organising 
computing and storage over a network (e.g. the internet) on 

MOBILE: WHERE NEXT?

High-level international speakers at the 2016 Silicon Trust Mobile ID Forum (left to right):  
Daniel Augustin, Freie Universität Berlin; Susan J Dawes, Open Identity Exchange UK, Michel Venet, GIE SESAM-Vital
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demand, with better flexibility, resilience, response to new 
demand, at less cost. The physical location of the computer 
being used does not need to be known to the user, and may 
be distributed over several data centres.

• Big data analytics – collection and analysis of very large 
volumes of data with the capability to process and analyse 
it rapidly and effectively. A powerful combination is to link 
the power of big data analysis with delivery to a small highly 
mobile device.

• Faster, better communication – including the progres-
sion to 5G will accelerate the development of improved 
communication, more easily and flexibly, everywhere.

• Is Moore’s Law slowing down? – Moore’s law is based 
on an observation or prediction by Gordon Moore, founder 
of chip manufacturer Intel in the 1970s that the number of 
transistors possible to include in a single chip was doubling 
every one or two years. That trend has held good for nearly 
half a century – an enormous increase in computing power – 
but with tracks on the chip now shrunk to around 100 atoms 
across, there is a growing recognition this trend surely has 
to slow down. However, denser packaging of chips, more 
advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI), more ubiquitous and 
faster data communication providing easier real-time access 
to effectively infinite resources on the cloud may mean the 
rate of progress may be maintained even if Moore’s Law no 
longer holds good (see the two Economist articles in the 
references).

• Speech recognition and synthesis – another technology 
that is a candidate for making a difference in the future, 
getting closer to real-time analysis, working over a range of 
speakers, accents and languages. Natural language compre-
hension and translation, too? Apple introduced Siri; others 
exist too.

• Intelligent / cognitive computing – various forms of 
machine or artificial intelligence have been a long-term 
aspiration of computing. Perhaps the most ambitious 
current development is IBM Watson, described as cognitive 
computing which ‘learns’ by analysing the meaning in very 
large collections of evidence on a topic, such as medical 
diagnosis and selection of the best treatment.

So, where next?

The first aim of this paper has been to show how profound a revo-
lution has been taking place based on new technology, including 
mobile devices and mobile communications. However, this revolu-
tion is far from being just about the latest device or technology… 
it is a path that has developed over many years, many products 
and many technologies: what has got us where we are today is the 
totality of all this innovation. Some of it has been radical and 

game changing; some incremental. Many will be surprised that the 
first mobile telephone service was launched in 1926 (see Timeline). 
While that was a radical innovation, we have though progressed 
far beyond that first milestone.

This innovation will continue at pace. Not just to improve the 
products and services we are familiar with, but to re-shape the 
nature of those offerings. Computing is becoming far more ubiqui-
tous: the development of the Internet of Things and super-fast 5G 
communications will drive further change. Voice recognition and 
artificial intelligence such as Siri and Watson are only beginning 
to make an impact but will surely develop into major features of 
the way we use technology. What we class as mobile technology 
will go further and wider: we are seeing indications of that with 
automated cars already in use as prototypes, off and even on our 
public roads. By connecting huge numbers of users on the move to 
central tracking of cars available for short trips, Uber introduced 
a completely new model for casual use of this kind of taxi service 
– this will develop further.

Change will affect our working and private lives. Ericsson 
(see reference section) have produced thought-provoking analysis 
on Next Generation Working Life, and Organising for Change – 
Digital Business Transformation.

Change can be beneficial or disrupting for the individual – or 
both. We cannot know in advance what the next few years, decade or 
century will bring, but we can see credible hints at some of the start 
of this in some current developments and thinking reviewed here.

Will we continue to say ‘mobile’ before ‘technology’ and 
‘communications’ for ever? Surely not, once most of the technology 
and communications, most of the everyday devices we use, are 
smart and mobile – the next generation will ask us if there was 
ever a time when these things were not all smart and mobile (!).

We will continue to live in interesting times, for many years 
to come. 
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eID Migration  
FROM Physical Card  
to MOBILE ID
By Steve Warne, HID Global

Everyone now looks upon the ‘mobile lifestyle’ as completely normal. For instance, for a recent 
London conference visit I booked my train tickets and parking, and then had them delivered to 
my smartphone. I checked in to my hotel via my smartphone. I took a call and read emails on my 
smartphone. All very normal. The whole process of leaving my home, getting into London and 
checking into the hotel was all facilitated via my smartphone. I couldn’t operate without it anymore. 
And I am not alone.

 There was a survey done recently by the Boston Consulting 
Group for their Consumer Impact Survey (FIG 1) that asked the 
question, “What are people prepared to give up to keep their 
mobile device?” The answers were illuminating, ranging from 
dining out to having a pet to going on vacation — all the way to 
having sex and giving up 20 percent of their salary. In my mind, 
some of these things are crazy to give up, but at the same time, 
it is very indicative of the impact mobile technology is having on 
people’s lives today.

In the U.S., users value their mobile phone so much that they are 
willing to spend 11 percent of their income to maintain their mobile 
status. In other parts of the world this percentage is even greater. 
For instance, in South Korea, mobile spend is 12 percent of income 
and in Germany, it is 13 percent of users’ income. In emerging 
countries, it is even more jaw-dropping with Brazilians spending 
20 percent of their income on mobile phones; in China, up to 43 
percent; and in India, 45 percent. It’s clear that this is indicative of a 
trend that is continuing to both move forward and increase in value 
for those who regularly use mobile technology. (FIG 2)

What does this mean for ID documents?

Consider the evolution of ID documents from paper to the 
secure printing of plastic documents and later including a 
chip, converting them to smart cards. Given this progression, 
it is hardly surprising that Governments are evaluating ways 
to migrate a citizen’s identity onto a mobile phone in ways that 
are most convenient for citizens, yet cost-efficient for the agen-
cies issuing the IDs. For example, Australia and New Zealand 
recently announced a bilateral agreement allowing citizens of 
either nation to use a mobile token to visit each other’s countries. 
Estonia is exploring how to integrate mobile IDs into its existing 
eID infrastructure to expand its Government-to-citizen services 
within its borders. Finally, in the U.S., there is an active request 
for proposal (RFP) in process to enable the provision of mobile 
driver’s licenses to citizens of a particular state, and 12 others are 
in the process of passing laws that would allow the use of mobile 
driver’s licenses within their state. 

FIG 2: CONSUMERS PLACE A HIGH VALUE ON MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES 

eID MIGRATION FROM PHYSICAL CARD TO MOBILE ID

FIG. 1: CONSUMERS PRIORITIZE SPENDING ON MOBILE OVER LUXURIES

Which of the following things would you give up for a year  
rather than give up personal use of your mobile phone?

Percentage of respondents who were willing
to consider (or agree to) giving up activity

Value 
as % of 
income

Note: The analysis of value as a percentage of income is based on nominal GDP per capita in 2013.

1 In developed countries, we show data for consumers of 4G technologies.
2 In emerging markets, we show data for 3G consumers (as 4G has only very recently rolled out).

Sources: BCG Consumer Impact Survey; BCG analysis.

Sources: BCG Consumer Impact Survey; BCG analysis.
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• The applicant pays the passport card fee via mobile. 
• After confirmation that the information submitted (including 

the selfie) matches the applicant’s data on file, the passport 
card is sent to the citizen via post.

Global banks are also allowing customers to order credit cards 
and other products by simply submitting a selfie for verification 
purposes. We will continue to see new and different applications 
of physical IDs converging with mobile applications in the months 
ahead, including but not limited to mobile driver’s licenses. 

What can prevent an identity project from being successful 
is often not the documents themselves, but the infrastructure 
required to read them or the expense in distributing them. If this 
is the case, then how about using your smartphone as a single 
reader, that can read both physical and mobile IDs? In so doing, 
the citizen has a choice in what they want to use – a mobile or a 
physical ID or both – while the issuing authority can implement a 
cost-effective and widely available reader. From our perspective, 
there is no reason why both physical and mobile IDs can’t co-exist. 

Multi-factor Authentication

One of the elements that we built into our goID roadmap is the 
use of a second level of authentication, such as a physical card or a 
key fob in someone’s pocket. Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is 
particularly important to protect and manage verification devices. 
If you were a verifier using a mobile phone to authenticate a mobile 
driver’s license, there needs to be a way of managing who has 
access to that verification device. MFA ensures that if the device 
were to fall into the wrong hands, an unauthorized person would 
not have access to the central database. 

Another use for secondary authentication could be for the 
visual identification of a mobile driver’s license or other identity 
document. In today’s technologically advanced world, there is no 
way to tell if a photo on a smartphone is authentic or if it’s been 
retouched. This is a real issue in the case of verifying the holder 
of a driver’s license or other credential. With a secondary authen-
tication factor, you could potentially introduce a second security 
feature to the image that only appears in the presence of that 
second authentication factor, such as a graphic that appears in the 
photo image on the driver’s license (similar to security printing 
holograms). This allows another level of verification, proving that 
what is being shown is the genuine credential. Multi-factor authen-
tication works for all sorts of applications both online and offline, 
such as allowing access to an individual’s health records or vehicle 
registration information. 

The Secure Element

To be able to issue a virtual ID to a secure element on the citizen’s 
device (either SIM or embedded Secure Element), the issuance 
agency must integrate either with a mobile network operator (MNO 
– issues the SIM) or the handset manufacturer (OEM – issues the 
handset and embedded Secure Element), as they are in control of 
the keys that allow the loading of the virtual ID applet onto the 
respective secure element. The keys then perform the subsequent 
personalization of the virtual ID (sending the citizen specific data 
elements, picture and authentication keys). 

This means potentially integrating with most of the MNOs in a 
specific country. Alternatively, the issuing agency could integrate 
with what the industry calls a Trusted Service Manager (TSM) that 
would work directly with the MNO on their behalf.

Both options are heavy in integration and carry a considerable 
cost to the issuing agency. Additionally, this makes it very imprac-
tical for temporary virtual IDs for citizens that are in roaming 
mode or where it is almost impossible to quickly determine the 
MNO they are using.

Another consideration here is that the Secure Element is 
currently accessible via NFC, so an external virtual ID reader could 
easily interact with the virtual ID applet on the citizen’s smart-
phone. This interface is not available on the Apple® iOS platform 
and their popular iPhone® devices. For the Apple ecosystem, it 
would be necessary to use Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE) proximity 
technology, which unfortunately is currently not standardized. 

There are efforts to close this standardization gap on-going in 
the GlobalPlatform organization. 

Despite the above limitations, there are merits to having a 
Secure Element, and new technologies like goID are complemen-
tary to such hardware-based security. 

Conclusion

Mobile IDs are coming – whether we like it or not. Consequently, 
as an industry, we have three possible strategies to manage this 
transition:

1. We can put our heads in the sand.
2. We can try to crush the oncoming technology. 
3. We can “Keep Calm…and Embrace Mobile.”

The first two options are unrealistic. Perhaps the sound strategy 
is the third option – and it’s the only one that will really work in 
the long run. 

Whether we like it or not – this is a trend that is happening in 
some form in many countries today, as governments and relevant 
authorities look to move ID cards onto users’ mobile phones.

HID Global is at the forefront of this trend, recently intro-
ducing its HID goID™ technology engine for mobile identity solu-
tions. Our goID platform enables a government-issued credential 
to be authenticated, both online and off line on a smartphone, 
which is unique, enabling a user’s smartphone to become a secure 
government-to-citizen ID. 

It is important to note that HID believes that mobile IDs will 
be complimentary to physical ID documents for quite some time 
to come. While we see many elements moving quickly onto the 
mobile, we do not believe that ID will make a similar leap in such a 
short time period, due to the many standards (ICAO, for instance) 
that must be discussed, developed and then ratified.

Not only that, citizens are just more comfortable having some-
thing physical in their hand that represents their identity docu-
ment. Therefore, HID Global expects that this transition from the 
physical world to the mobile world, when discussing identifica-
tion, will take some time. However, this is not a bad thing. When 
looking at the technology involved in smart cards or other smart 
devices containing chips, it could be complimentary to the mobile 

solution and add value to a particular mobile application. As we 
have talked to customers in the market about our goID solution, 
we have learned that some users actually would like to have some-
thing that not only issues a mobile ID, but also issues a physical ID 
at the same time.

In Africa, for example, some citizens highly value the physical 
ID card as a token of their citizenship. So while it is convenient 
for them to have access to their ID on a smartphone, citizens also 
want a physical token or representation of their citizenship. 

Physical and Mobile IDs Can Co-exist

The physical and mobile ID “worlds” are already co-existing. The 
Irish Passport Card is an example of an ICAO-compliant document 
that allows travel across borders in the European Union, that can 
be applied for using a mobile phone. Irish citizens can apply for 
their passport card by:

• Downloading the passport card app on their phone.
• Entering their personal information.
• Taking a selfie with their mobile phone.

eID MIGRATION FROM PHYSICAL CARD TO MOBILE ID
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Can FIDO 
ACCELERATE the  
UPTAKE of eGov  

Services?
By Igor Pejic, Austria Card

 Large-scale thefts of login data show how insecure traditional 
passwords are. Recent hacks such as “Peace_of_mind” show  
why online-authentication cannot solely rely on passwords or  
PIN-codes. To solve this problem Google, Paypal and other well-
known companies have founded the FIDO®-Alliance. With the 
newly developed FIDO-technology, online-accounts such as Gmail 
or Facebook can be protected with a second factor, which means 
that after entering the password, users have to identify themselves  
with an additional hardware. Up until now this has been a 
USB-stick. However, with stationary PCs continuously losing 
market share against mobile devices, the technology reaches its 
boundaries. That is why the contactless-expert Austria Card has 
transferred the technology onto the contactless card. It is the first 
company worldwide that has achieved FIDO® certification for EMV 
smart payment cards. Thus, the login from the phone or tablet is 
now also possible with a maximum of security and convenience. 
Austria Card implemented the technology on contactless and dual 
interface-cards, as well as NFC-based key fobs, stickers, bracelets, 
and even FIDO-tokens with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE); literally 
covering all user preferences. Also, it offers a FIDO-authentication 
server and support for an easy integration of the customer’s 
systems.

Convenience Despite Second-Factor-Security

For governments the use cases are manifold, but above all, FIDO 
can help to secure citizen or beneficiary access to government 
services. Easily and securely verifying your identity online can 
help filing taxes, managing social security benefits, applying for 
student loans, submitting health insurance claims, getting your 
criminal records, checking pension funds, or simply signing  
documents online.

In many European countries there is already the possibility to 
access governmental services with two-factor authentication. In 
addition to PIN-value entry, users also have to use the so-called 
qualified electronic signature cards to authenticate themselves 
before unlocking online citizen services. In most of these countries, 

however, you can only use the service if you have a card reader and 
are seated at your computer. This deters potential users. If health 
cards, driving licenses, or other ID documents were equipped with 
an NFC antenna and a FIDO application, secure access to these 
services would be possible from the phone as well. No card reader 
required. 

Efficiency Gains for Governments 

For governments, stimulating citizens to switch to online  
services means lifting a significant financial burden from them, 
by reducing time spent checking identities and typing in data 
manually. Moreover, governments don’t need to issue specialized 
credentials any more just to offer secure, privacy-enhancing multi-
factor authentication for the services they provide. With FIDO-
technology they can achieve the security benefits of public key 
cryptography without the traditional and costly infrastructure.

And FIDO has the potential not only to slash government 
bureaucracy, but also the number of frauds. After all, it is easier 
to trick a person than a tested and vetted cryptographic hardware. 
Thus, countries with the largest problems with identity fraud will 
profit the most.

The Ubiquitous Smart Card Is Predestined  
for FIDO

“For us, a smart card is THE device that ensures FIDO tech-
nology can be used conveniently,” says Bernd Eder, Head of R&D 
at Austria Card, “There are many arguments in favour of smart 
cards, but first and foremost it is their ubiquity. Everyone owns 
not one, but multiple cards. Second, people carry them in their 
pockets wherever they go. The same is true for the smartphone. 
NFC in general has a much higher penetration rate than other 
technologies that are used for second factor authentication such 
as biometrics.” 

CAN FIDO ACCELERATE THE UPTAKE OF EGOV SERVICES?

Filing your taxes, applying for a passport, or checking your pension funds can be 
a very strenuous and time-consuming process. Governments across the world are 
striving for a maximum level of security to protect their citizens from the abuse  

of their identities, yet this comes at a cost of severe cutbacks for convenience.  
But now, digital security leader Austria Card has found a way to help governments 

take the next step towards the digital era: FIDO-secured online access.
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A Solid Security Design Focuses on the  
Endpoints

While a pervasive security approach is recommended to cover all 
points of data input, output, transmission, and storage, in software 
engineering the architectural modules that are mostly at risk are 
the endpoints; namely sensors, devices, and machines where soft-
ware is being executed and sensitive data produced, analyzed, or 
archived. Two design perspectives can be intermingled:

• Security by Design, where devices are equipped with 
configuration options that enable security

• Security by Default, where a certain level of security is 
already entrenched in the device

In both cases, you can combine Security by Obscurity, where the 
secrecy of the design or the implementation is the main security 
component, or the Kerckoffs’ doctrine, which predicates a public 
design in which the encryption key is the only element surrounded 
by absolute secrecy.

Shape SHIFTING  
the embedded system 

BUSINESS
By Daniela Previtali, Wibu-Systems

The Industrial Internet business has ignited a technological revolution and an economic 
renaissance that are proceeding at an unprecedented pace. As the McKinsey Global 

Institute mapped out the value beyond the hype, they estimated that the IoT (Internet 
of Things) has a total potential economic impact of USD 3.9 to 11.1 trillion a year. From 
a less visionary and more analytical approach, Ernst & Young has come to an additional 
observation: a combination of digital disruption and slow organic growth has propelled 

the global Tech M&A to a record Q2 2016, with deals worth more than USD 1 bn. 
Academia, governments, and industrial organizations are supporting the shift, but how 
can manufacturing stakeholders really get ready and restructure their entire production 

and sales organizations to take full advantage of this transformation?

SHAPE SHIFTING THE EMBEDDED SYSTEM BUSINESS

Our Approtect is a game  
changer in the ECT business:  

Coupling out-of-the-box security with 
hardware manufacturing components 

will increase user and operational 
confidence in the new IoT designs.

Jens Wiegand, Kontron CTO

 The Hype Cycle of IoT starts with Security

An uncontrolled explosion of data in between cyber-physical 
systems expose systems, workforces, and vendors to new  
inadvertent risks and malicious attacks. The underlying factor that 
should be designed from ground up in the entire infrastructure 
is trustworthiness, which the Industrial Internet Consortium 
categorizes in five core elements in their Security Framework: 

• Security, as the condition of a system that is protected 
against unintended or unauthorized access, change, or 
destruction

• Safety, as the condition of a system that is safeguarded against 
tampering to avoid direct or indirect injury or damage to 
people, property, or the environment

• Reliability, as the ability of a system to perform its required 
functions for a predefined time expectancy

• Resilience, as the ability of a system to avoid, absorb, or  
manage adversarial conditions, and reconstitute full  
operation after the incident

• Privacy, as the right of individuals to control what and how 
personal information is being collected, stored, and disclosed 

Technological versatility  
and business model scalability are the 

key to a granular implementation of new 
security paradigms across all industry 

sectors, that will monetize software-
powered processes.

Oliver Winzenried, Wibu-Systems, CEO and co-Founder
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Smart Manufacturing with Secure IoT-Ready 
Components

The case of Kontron, a global leading provider of Embedded 
Computing Technology (ECT) is exemplary. Their Approtect is 
a turnkey solution powered by Wibu-Systems’ CodeMeter that 
performs software encryption and license management in the 
brown and green field. Intelligent device manufacturers who 
select Kontron for the supply of their IoT boards, gateways, 
modules and systems will inherently receive best in class tech-
nology for the protection of their technical know-how against 
product counterfeiting and software reverse engineering and 
piracy. Beginning with the 6th generation of Intel® Core™ proces-
sors, all Kontron’s products will be equipped by default with 
hardware-based embedded security. A root of trust associated 
with a hardware secure element that embeds a smart card chip 
from Infineon’s SLM97 security controller family, offers a secure 
repository for digital keys that preserve software integrity from 
cyberattacks, sabotage and industrial espionage in the form of 
tampering. 

IP Protection for ECT Vendors

The implementation of security that Kontron has designed covers 
several business aspects. In the first place, they are fully in control 
of the distribution of their intellectual property. By protecting 
their own multi-layer software stack with Wibu-Systems’ multi-
awarded technology, their revenue collection will exactly match 
the number of active users. 

Only a physical manipulation of the device where the Kontron 
board is mounted will give access to the security component; still, 
CodeMeter ASIC won’t easily reveal its secrets: symmetric and 
asymmetric (128-bit AES, SHA-256, 2048-bit RSA, or 224-bit 

ECC) encryption keys in secure, non-volatile memory are stored 
in the CC EAL 5+, FIPS 140-2 prep, EMVCo Infineon chip; a 
controller that comes in a tiny 5x5mm VQFN-32 package, with-
stands temperatures from -40°C to +105°C, has a virtual clock and 
USB and SPI interfaces for easy integration with any CPU module 
or system, and has enough storage capacity (1MB, including 
Infineon certified crypto libraries) to accommodate thousands of 
licenses from multiple vendors. 

The software platform supports all mainstream operating 
systems, including Windows, Linux, and macOS for PCs, 
Embedded Linux and Windows Embedded for embedded systems, 
Linux RT, VxWorks, and QNX for RTOS, and CODESYS for 
PLCs. All Wind River’s customers that have adopted VxWorks 7  
Security Profile, which already includes CodeMeter basic software 
protection functionalities, can therefore just purchase a Kontron 
CodeMeter-enabled board to avail themselves of the complete  
potential of Wibu-Systems’ technology.

Freedom of Choice in Software Licensing

Just like when you purchase a smart phone, you have the possi-
bility to select additional apps that bring customized benefits by 
triggering certain features of the same hardware components, 
Kontron’s customers will be given full control to decide on the 

software features they wish to purchase in a second stage. A boot-
loader on the ASIC will enable the activation of the license-bound 
features directly in the field; even in insecure environments, firm-
ware updates and upgrades and new functionalities can be safely 
delivered and installed.

Security as a Service

Kontron is thinking ahead. With the same hardware and software 
technology, they can protect the intellectual property of their 
customers at the same time. This holistic vision indeed includes 
the opportunity to provide Wibu-Systems’ secure licensing tech-
nology in a variety of product and service offerings designed for 
the automation, avionics, communication, defense, energy, info-
tainment, medical, and transportation fields, where Kontron has 
already established its presence. 

SHAPE SHIFTING THE EMBEDDED SYSTEM BUSINESS

Integrity Check

Integrity Check runtime update

An attack to an Industrial Internet of Things system  

typically starts with an attack on one or more endpoints.  

And endpoints are everywhere in the IIoT landscape.

“The IoT is creating a new type of software vendor for whom 

LEM (License Entitlement Management) is vital to protect, 

differentiate and monetize their offerings” Laurie Wurster, 

research director at Gartner
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Silicon Trust met up with Dirk Melzer of the latest Silicon Trust Partner,  
family-run business Melzer maschinenbau, to find out more about why this  
“Made in Germany” brand has managed to stay successful in a slow-moving  

market and with plenty of competitors worldwide. 

An interview with Dirk Melzer, Melzer maschinenbau

INNOVATION and 
FLEXIBILITY runs  

in the family

production line a reliable and future-proof investment. Whether 
e-passport, e-NID, e-driving licences or e-visa sticker – all RFID 
documents have an inlay that can be produced on MELZER M4 
machines.

For e-passport holder page production, e-NID cards and 
all other RFID data carriers made of plastic and being in ID-1, 
ID-2 and ID-3 format, the MELZER card lamination line offers 
the ideal production environment. Short cycle times are easy on 
materials and electronics and the highest precision and process 
stability ensure an absolutely reliable production of high-end 
RFID products.

Also for producing e-passport covers and e-visa stickers, 
MELZER offers special solutions that can be adjusted to the 
requirements.

What are you demonstrating at this year’s Trustech?

At TRUSTECH 2016, MELZER presented its solutions for the 
production of high-end ID documents. MELZER’s unique Inline 
Production System (IPS) fully automatically integrates DOVIDs, 
look-through windows and other state-of-the-art security 
elements to produce MRTDs, such as national identity cards, 
border crossing cards, driver licences and data pages for electronic 
passports. Integrating roll stock and sheet materials, MELZER’s 
production equipment laminates multiple layers of polycarbonate 
and other advanced materials. The patented lamination process 
takes only 20–30 seconds at 175–200°C, ensuring that RFID 
inlays, special inks, DOVIDs and security threads are successfully 
incorporated into the document. 

INNOVATION AND FLEXIBILITY THAT RUNS IN THE FAMILY

 Mr. Melzer, your company has been at the forefront 
of innovation when it comes to specialized machine 
construction. What are the drivers behind this success?

Well, for 60 years now, MELZER has been serving customers all 
over the world with tailor-made solutions. Our clients appreciate 
the flexibility, reliability, experience and competence of our team, 
which in turn ensures that the customer requirements are turned 
into high quality machines. All of the design, manufacturing 
and assembly of our machines, parts and components are done 
in-house to the highest standards. Combined with the company’s 
f lexibility, this enables MELZER to quickly analyze special 
requirements and turn them into high quality solutions.

Which markets are you targeting with your machines?

Our modular designed machines are being used to manufacture 
highly precise and very sophisticated multi-layer products for the 
pharmaceutical, automotive, telecommunication, microelectronic, 
public transport, printing and many other industries. In terms of 

products, this includes the production of plastic cards, chip cards, 
RFID cards and inlays, NID cards, e-passports, e-visa-stickers 
and RFID labels.

What is MELZER’s mission?

The worldwide success of MELZER is the motivation to continu-
ously improve quality, reliability and cost-effectiveness of our 
products, while achieving higher levels of performance. So, really, 
anticipating the latest developments and doing whatever it takes to 
serve customers’ needs is MELZER’s mission

How does MELZER serve the market for secure ID solutions?

We offer flexible production solutions for the next generation of 
multiple ID and security documents that, according to the ICAO 
standard, are provided with contactless technologies. Thanks to 
the modular and compatible design of each machine series, indi-
vidual solutions can be created out of the existing components. 
This not only saves development time, but makes each MELZER 

Anticipating the latest developments and 
doing whatever it takes to serve customers’ 

needs is MELZER’s mission.
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Thanks to the KINEGRAM®, the authenticity of banknotes and
government documents can be checked by the naked eye.

For banknotes: LEONHARD KURZ Stiftung & Co. KG
Schwabacher Straße 482 | D-90763 Fuerth | www.kurz.de | sales@kurz.de

For government documents: OVD Kinegram AG | Member of the KURZ Group
Zaehlerweg 12 | CH-6301 Zug | Switzerland | www.kinegram.com | mail@kinegram.com

The officer’s
best friend.

WELCOME the Silicon Trust  
INNOVATION Council

Dr. Joseph Atick is a recognized worldwide 
expert and advocate on identity matters, 
having been one of the founders of the iden-
tity industry more than 25 years ago, where 
he had led several companies in the space 
and developed some of the foundational 
algorithms underlying secure digital identity 
today. He retired from the industry in 2010 
and founded the Identity Counsel Interna-
tional, to focus on helping nations, especially 
in developing countries, and international 
organizations seeking to design and launch 
responsible digital identity programs to 
accelerate socio-economic development, 

improve service delivery and security and 
enhance privacy and people’s rights. He 
has been a strong advocate of privacy and 
responsible use of identity technology for 
social protection. In 1998, he co-founded in 
Washington the International Biometrics 
and Identification Association, to provide 
responsible use guidance to the industry and 
to policy makers. He is currently the Execu-
tive Chairman of ID4Africa, a pan African 
movement to promote the responsible use of 
digital identity in Africa. 

Dr. Atick earned a Ph.D. in Mathematical 
Physics from Stanford University.Dr. Joseph Atick

Isabelle Möller is a biometric expert 
instrumental in the growing network of The 
Biometrics Institute. She has played a key 
role in the establishment of independent and 
impartial international Biometrics Institute 
in particular through bringing together biom-
etric experts from around the world. Isabelle 
has also managed many government funded 
projects successfully including the Biomet-
rics Vulnerability Assessment Project, which 
was co-funded by the Australian Department 

of Prime Minister & Cabinet and the Biomet-
rics Institute Privacy Code.

Isabelle holds a Master of Arts in English 
Literature, Business and the Arts from the 
Johann-Wolfgang-Goethe University in 
Frankfurt Main, Germany. 

Isabelle Möller

Professor Keith Mayes B.Sc. Ph.D. 
CEng FIET A.Inst.ISP, is the Director of 
the Information Security Group (ISG), and 
the Head of the School of Mathematics and 
Information Security at Royal Holloway 
University of London; which has been 
pioneering information/cyber security 
research and education since 1990. Keith 
joined the ISG in 2002, originally as the 
Founder Director of the ISG Smart Card 
Centre, following a career in industry 
working for Pye TVT, Honeywell Aerospace 

and Defence, Racal Research and Vodafone. 
Keith is a Chartered Engineer, a Fellow of the 
Institution of Engineering and Technology, a 
Founder Associate Member of the Institute 
of Information Security Professionals, a 
Member of the Licensing Executives Society 
and an experienced company director and 
consultant.

Professor Keith Mayes B.Sc. Ph.D. CEng 
FIET A.Inst.ISP

The Silicon Trust is delighted to introduce its 2017 Innovation Council. These 
distinguished experts will help define the core areas of product innovation and 

application trends in the Government ID sector for the Silicon Trust. 
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Production Equipment …

… for MRTDs

Lamination Technology
for ID Documents with …

 Highest automation level 
 for maximum accuracy, 
 security and yield rates

 Shortest lamination times

 Minimum demand of 
 operators, fl oor space 
 and energy

  Inline effi ciency and
fl exibility

… Security Features

www.melzergmbh.com
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Patented Positioning System

Inlaying and raised Structures

MLI/CLI Lenses

Braille Lettering

Micro Lettering

Latent Image

INNOVATIVE INLINE PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS:

THE SILICON TRUST

THE INDUSTRY’S PREMIER SILICON BASED
SECURITY PARTNER PROGRAM 

The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for 
smart card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide govern-
ment and identification (ID) markets. With over 30 companies 
along the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong community 
of like-minded companies.
 
THE SILICON TRUST PROGRAM FOCUSES
PRIMARILY ON:

–  Educating government decision makers about technical possi-
bilities of ID systems and solutions

–  Development and implementation of marketing material and 
educational events

–  Bringing together leading players from the public and private 
sectors with industry and government decision makers

–  Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical trends

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

The Executive Council has been the steering committee of the 
Silicon Trust since 2008. It drives the Silicon Trust by defining 
the topics and directions of the program’s publications, work-
shops and meetings.

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES
Infineon Technologies AG is a world leader in 
semiconductors. Infineon offers products and 
system solutions addressing three central chal-

lenges to modern society: energy efficiency, mobility, and security. 
In the 2015 fiscal year (ending September 30), the company re-
ported sales of Euro 5,8 billion with about 35,400 employees 
worldwide. Infineon is the world’s leading vendor of secure chip card 
ICs used for passports, ID cards, payment cards, mobile subscriber 
authentication (SIM cards), access cards and trusted-computing 
solutions as well as being a technology driver in the hardware-
based security field.
www.infineon.com

ADVISORY BOARD

The Silicon Trust Advisory Board supports the Executive Council 
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy
and scientific relevance. 

BSI
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informa-
tionstechnik – The German Federal Office 
for Information Security (BSI) is an inde-
pendent and neutral authority for IT secu-

rity. It has been established in 1991 as a high level federal public 
agency within the area of responsibility of the Ministry of the In-
terior. The BSI’s ultimate ambition is the protection of information 
and communication. 
Especially in the area of smart card technology, BSI is responsible  
for the design and definition of secure solution requirements for 
governmental identification documents. The German ePassport 
has been introduced in 2005, the second ePassport generation  
followed 2007, and starting in 2010 the all-new German eID card 
has opened a new trustworthy approach to Internet authentication  
for all German citizens. Security of all these documents is based on  
BSI specifications, developed in close collaboration with European/
international standardization bodies and leading industry partners. 
www.bsi.bund.de

FRAUNHOFER AISEC
Fraunhofer AISEC supports firms from all 
industries and service sectors in securing 
their systems, infrastructures, products and 

offerings. The institution develops qualitatively high-value secu-
rity technologies, which increase the reliability, trustworthiness 
and tamper-resistance of IT-based systems and products. The  
approximately 80 members of the Fraunhofer AISEC scientific and 
technical staff balance economic needs, user-friendliness, and  
security requirements to develop optimally tailored concepts and 
solutions. 
The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art equip-
ment, and highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze 
the security of products and hardware components as well as soft-
ware products and applications. In our laboratories, functionality, 
interoperability and compliance are tested to give clients targeted, 

SILICON TRUST  
DIRECTORY 2017
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Your Expert for Cards and Beyond 

PAYMENT

GOVERNMENT

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

ENTERPRISE

RETAIL 

effective advice. Strategic partnerships with global corporations as 
well as with internationally recognized universities guarantee sci-
entific excellence as well as its market-driven implementation. 
www.aisec.fraunhofer.de

SILICON TRUST PARTNERS

Partners of the Silicon Trust are a vital element of the program. 
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are 
international representatives of the ID industry. They all share 
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to pro-
mote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

ABNote
ABnote™ is a leading global supplier of se-
cure documents, services and solutions. If 
you have a credit card or an identity card, or 

have received a gift or loyalty card, or any other plastic card, 
chances are that you have used an ABnote product. If you have 
interacted with a financial institution, or have used your smart 
phone to make a payment, you have likely taken advantage of 
an ABnote service.
We are proud of our legacy – over 200 years of manufacturing 
high quality, tamper-resistant products to governments, financial 
institutions, retailers and other organizations throughout the 
world. Today, our products and technology encompass multiple 
markets, keeping pace with today’s rapidly changing require-
ments for convenient and secure transactions.
www.abnote.com

AdvanIDe 
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the 
leading silicon distributors, focused on 
components for RFID transponders, 

chip cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its opti-
mized semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee 
manufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the 
most efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
www.advanide.com

AGFA
Agfa is commercially active worldwide 
through wholly owned sales organizations 
in more than 40 countries. In 2014 the 

Group achieved a turnover of € 2,6 billion. Agfa develops, pro-
duces and sells special films for the card industry. PETix™ is a 
range of high-performance polyester films, for cards with a life-
time above 10 years and a high chemical, scratch and thermal 
resistance.
www.agfa.com

ATOS
Atos SE is an international information technol-
ogy services company with 2014 annual revenue 
of € 9 billion and 86,000 employees in 66 

countries. Serving a global client base, it delivers IT services 
through Consulting & Systems Integration, Managed Operations, 
and transactional services through Worldline, the European 
leader and a global player in the payments services industry. It 
works with clients across different business sectors: Manufactur-
ing, Retail & Transportation; Public & Health; Financial Services; 
Telcos, Media & Utilities.
www.atos.net

AUSTRIACARD
Austria Card AG is a holding company 
of businesses providing end-to-end 
solutions and products in the field of 

Digital Security and Information Management. The Group brings 
together the century-long heritage in printing services and state-
of-the-art digital data solutions (Information Management divi-
sion) with the well-established production and personalization of 
smart cards and the offer of cutting-edge digital payment solu-
tions (Digital Security division). The combination of well-estab-
lished industrial roots with an expanding services portfolio that 
meets the needs of the increasingly digital and mobile economy 
is at the very core of the Group’s confidence in its future.
www.austriacardag.com

BALTECH
BALTECH is specialized in ISO14443/15693/ 
NFC Reader technology. The core competen-
cies are RF-Interface technology and sophis-

ticated high level functionalities supporting the latest card tech-
nologies and security mechanisms. All products are 100 % 
developed and manufactured in-house. This is the basis for cus-
tomization capabilities offered to deliver application tailored, cost 
optimized products from readers up to terminals with individual 
functionalities for various applications.
www.baltech.de

CARDPLUS
CardPlus is a consulting firm with a focus on cus-
tomized, enterprise level, Identity and Security 
Management Solutions. We offer a full range of 

Professional services to build, transform, implement and manage 
our customized enterprise level security and identity solutions. 
Due to our vast hands-on experience in designing and imple-
menting secure travel and identification systems for governments 
and large public sector customers, we are uniquely positioned to 
understand your highly complex security requirements and 
translate the same into practical, workable solutions.
www.cardplus.de
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CHARISMATHICS
charismathics® has been pioneering 
the global identity management 
arena since 2005 and is offering 

security products and services for a variety of industries ranging 
from corporate to finance, from e-government to health services, 
from e-education to telecommunications. The company delivers 
PKI security solutions addressing traditional smart cards, con-
venient USB keys, handy soft tokens or even cutting edge mobile 
applications.
www.charismathics.com

COGNITEC
Cognitec develops market-leading face rec-
ognition technology and applications for in-
dustry customers and government agencies 

around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our 
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology 
available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for 
facial database search, video screening, and biometric portrait 
capturing.
www.cognitec-systems.de 

CRYPTOVISION
cryptovision is a leading supplier of in-
novative cryptography & public key 
infrastructure (PKI) products. The lean 

and intelligent design of the complete product range makes it 
possible to integrate the most modern cryptography and PKI 
application into any IT system. cryptovision PKI products secure 
the IT infrastructures of diverse sectors, from private enterprise 
to government agencies. The consultancy service spectrum 
ranges from the risk analysis of subsystems or standalone sys-
tems to the design of complete cross-platform cryptographic 
architectures.
www.cryptovision.com

DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION SOLUTIONS
Digital Identification Solutions is a global 
provider of advanced identification solutions, 
specialized in secure government and corpo-
rate applications for ID cards and ePass-

ports/Visa. By applying innovative technologies, they develop 
unique, scalable credential solutions, which perfectly meet the 
ever-changing demands of international customers. 
www.digital-identification.com

HBPC
Pénzjegynyomda Zrt. (Hungarian Banknote Printing 
Shareholding Company) is the exclusive producer of 
‘Forint’ banknotes, and is one of the leading security 
printers in Hungary, specializing in the production of 
documents and other products for protection 

against counterfeiting. Currently, HBPC produces passports, visa, 
ID documents, driving licenses, securities, duty and post stamps, 
tax stamps and banderols, paper- and plastic-based cards, with or 
without chip, and is aiming to provide complex system solutions.
www.penzjegynyomda.hu

HID GLOBAL
HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedicated 
to delivering highly secure, custom government-
to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID Global 

Government ID Solutions offers government customers an end-
to-end source for their most demanding state and national ID 
projects. With Genuine HID™, customers benefit from the indus-
try’s broadest portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure identity 
solutions across all aspects of the government identification 
market. Government ID Solutions offerings include expert consult-
ing services, data capture, credential management and issuance 
solutions, world-leading credentials and e-documents, readers,  
inlays, prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security media technol-
ogy, and FARGO® card printers. 
www.hidglobal.com

HJP CONSULTING 
HJP Consulting (HJP) with headquar-
ters near Paderborn, Germany, is an 
internationally operating firm of IT 

consultants specialized in the planning, procurement and approv-
al of smart card solutions with focus on e-identity and e-health 
applications. The manufacturer-independent specialists at HJP 
supervise large-scale projects for introducing e-passports and eID 
systems at both the technical and strategic level. The firm’s con-
sulting services encompass the areas of system architecture, soft-
ware specification, tenders, quality and security management as 
well as project management.
www.hjp-consulting.com

THE IDENTIV GROUP 
Identiv provides secure identification (Secure 
ID) solutions that allow people to gain  

access to the buildings, networks, information, systems and ser-
vices they need – while ensuring that the physical facilities and 
digital assets of the organizations they interact with are pro-
tect- ed. Based in Orange County, California, it is a technology-
driven company with significant experience in diverse markets, 
and is uniquely equipped to address the needs of customers 
worldwide in an evolving technological landscape.
www.identive-group.com
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MASKTECH
MaskTech is the leading independent provider 
of high secure system on chip designs, embed-
ded ROM masked products, security middle-
ware, certification and integration services 

focused on human credential applications. MTCOS – MaskTech 
Chip Operating System – is a high performance and high security 
operating system, especially designed for secure semiconductors 
with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID, dual interface or 
contact interface. MTCOS is available on a unique variety of micro-
controllers of different silicon vendors. MTCOS is a fully open 
standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multiapplications OS, used in more 
than 40 eID projects worldwide. 
www.masktech.de

MELZER
With 60 years of experience MELZER  
has been internationally recognised and 
established as the leading equipment 

supplier for the production of the most advanced ID documents, 
Smart Cards, DIF Cards, RFID Inlays and e-Covers for Passports. 
Customized solutions, the modular machine system and the lean 
production approach ensure and maintain unsurpassed yield 
rates, flexibility and profitability. The MELZER product portfolio 
also includes a broad range of versatile RFID converting equipment. 
www.melzergmbh.com

MICROPROSS
Established in 1979, Micropross is the 
leading company in the supply of test 
and personalization solutions for the 

business of RFID, smartcard, and Near Field Communication 
(NFC). Micropross has proven expertise in the design of laboratory 
and manufacturing test tools which are all considered as refer-
ences in their domains. These tools allow users to fully character-
ize and test the electrical and protocol performance of products 
such as smartcards and smartphones in design, conformance, 
and production. In 2015, National Instruments acquired Micro-
pross in order to accelerate their development and strengthen 
them as the leader on their market, constituting a major mile-
stone in the life of both companies.
www.micropross.com

MIKRON
MIKRON was founded in 1964. With 
main activities in semiconductor manu-
facturing (Power Management Products 

and RFID) MIKRON is an important player within the financial 
strong industrial group of JSFC SISTEMA. MIKRON has about 1600 
employees and is with a capacity of 50 Mio inlays and labels per 
month and a chip capacity of about 100 Mio per month the largest 
RFID manufacturer in Europe. Major activities are within the RFID 
and Industrial/Consumer market. Joint Venture and cooperation 
for technology will secure strong standing within the fast growing 
future market. 
www.mikron-semi.com

OPEN LIMIT
OpenLimit SignCubes AG (www.openlimit.com) was 
founded in 2002 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of the publicly traded OpenLimit Holding AG. The 
company is headquartered in Baar, Switzerland and 
has a subsidiary in Berlin, Germany. The group cur-

rently employs more than 60 highly qualified employees.
www.openlimit.com

OVD KINEGRAM
OVD Kinegram protect government 
documents and banknotes. More 
than 100 countries have placed 

their trust in the KINEGRAM® security device to protect their high 
security documents. OVD Kinegram is a Swiss company and a 
member of the German Kurz group. The company has accumu-
lated over three decades of experience in the protec- tion against 
counterfeiting and maintains close contacts with police forces, 
customs authorities and internationally reputed security special-
ists. OVD Kinegram offers a full range of services: consulting, de-
sign, engineering, in-house production, application machines and 
support as well as after-sales service.
www.kinegram.com

PAV
PAV Card is a German, family-run business 
and one of the leading manufacturers for 
smart cards and RFID solutions. PAV products 
are used in many applications, ranging from 

hotel access, airport and stadium technology to the use in retail 
outlets and smart card applications, such as payment and health 
insurance. PAV’s product range includes special heat resistant 
and tamper-proof ID cards as well as smart cards using the latest 
contactless technology for secure access solutions suitable for 
corporate buildings or sensitive access areas, such as airports.
www. pav.de

SID-CONSULT
SID-Consult GmbH works as an independent secu-
rity consultancy. Dipl.-Ing. Heinz B. Artmann has 
more than twenty years experience in security 
printing and smart card technologies and more 

than forty years experience in the graphic arts industry. The top 
business domains of SID-Consult are MRTDs i.e. passport and 
ePassports, Visa and eVisa, national ID and eID, residence permit, 
driver license, voting cards etc. The areas of their expertise are 
prepress, printing, finishing, personalization, implementation, in-
spection, stress tests and border control.
www.sid-consult.de

SMARTRAC N.V. 
SMARTRAC is the leading developer, 
manufacturer, and supplier of RFID and 
NFC transponders and inlays. The 

company produces ready-made and customized transponders and 
inlays used in access control, animal identification, automated fare 
collection, border control, RFID-based car immobilizers, electronic 
product identification, industry, libraries and media management, 
laundry, logistics, mobile & smart media, public transport, retail, 
and many more. SMARTRAC was founded in 2000, went public in 
July 2006, and trades as a stock corporation under Dutch law with 
its registered headquarters in Amsterdam. The company currently 
employs about 4,000 employees and maintains a global research 
and development, production, and sales network.
www.smartrac-group.com

TELETRUST
TeleTrusT is a widespread competence 
network for IT security comprising mem-
bers from industry, administration, research 

as well as national and international partner organizations with 
similar objectives. With a broad range of members and partner 
organizations TeleTrusT embodies the largest competence net-
work for IT security in Germany and Europe. TeleTrusT provides 
interdisciplinary fora for IT security experts and facilitates infor-
mation exchange between vendors, users and authorities. Tel-
eTrusT comments on technical, political and legal issues related to 
IT security and is organizer of events and conferences. TeleTrusT is 
a non-profit association, whose objective is to promote informa-
tion security professionalism, raising awareness and best prac-
tices in all domains of information security. TeleTrusT is carrier of 
the "European Bridge CA" (EBCA; PKI network of trust), the quality 
seal "IT Security made in Germany" and runs the IT expert certifi-
cation programs "TeleTrusT Information Security Professional" 
(T.I.S.P.) and "TeleTrusT Engineer for System Security" (T.E.S.S.). 
TeleTrusT is a member of the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI). The association is headquartered in 
Berlin, Germany.
www.teletrust.de

PRECISE BIOMETRICS
Precise Biometrics is an innovative com-
pany offering technology and expertise for 
easy, secure, and accurate authentication 

using smart cards and fingerprint recognition. Founded in 1997, 
Precise Biometrics today has solutions used by U.S. government 
agencies, national ID card programs, global enterprises, and 
other organizations requiring multi-factor strong authentica-
tion. Precise Biometrics offers the Tactivo™ solution, a smart card 
and fingerprint reader for mobile devices. 
www.precisebiometrics.com

PWPW
PWPW is a commercial company, entirely owned 
by the Polish Treasury, with a long tradition and 
extensive experience in providing security print-
ing solutions. The company offers modern, secure-

products and solutions as well as highest quality services which 
ensure the reliability of transactions and identification processes. 
It is also a supplier of state-of-the-art IT solutions. 
www.pwpw.pl

REINER SCT
REINER SCT Kartengeräte GmbH & Co. 
KG, based in Furtwangen (Black Forest),  
Germany, is a leading manufacturer of 

OTP generators and smartcard readers for eCards, electronic sig-
nature and online banking in Germany. REINER SCT also develops 
products for secure online authentication, time attendance and 
access control. The technology company employs 45 staff and is 
part of the global and family-owned REINER group. 
www.reiner-sct.com

ROLIC
Rolic Technologies Ltd. is an innovative Swiss 
high-tech company headquartered in Allschwil 
(Basel). Rolic modifies surfaces on a nano scale 
with polarized light to achieve unique optical 

effects and to manage light. New industry standards were set for 
LCD TVs, forgery-proof security devices and efficient OLED lighting 
products. Highly skilled staff in the Swiss headquarter continually 
develop, refine and extend Rolic’s proprietary core technologies. 
The subsidiary Rolic Technologies B.V. (Eindhoven, Netherlands) 
engineers industrial solutions for the global customer basis. 
www.rolic.com
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As demand grows for more intelligent and secure mobile identification solutions, HID Global is driving 
innovation through best-in-class technology and convenience. Our HID goID™ platform for government-issued 
mobile IDs is the most advanced solution of its kind — allowing control over how much personal information is 
shared — so a citizen’s identity is always protected, whether online or off. And because it’s powered by secure 
Seos® technology, you can invest with confidence.

You’ll call it customizable convenience. We call it, “your security connected.”

YOUR SECURITY. CONNECTED    |    Visit us at hidglobal.com
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T-SYSTEMS
Drawing on a global infrastructure 
of data centers and networks,  
T-Systems operates information 

and communication technology (ICT) systems for multinational 
corporations and public sector institutions. T-Systems provides  
integrated solutions for the networked future of business and  
society. With offices in over 20 countries and global delivery capa-
bility, the Telekom subsidiary provides support to companies in all 
industries. Some 50,000 employees combine expertise with ICT 
innovations to add significant value to customers’ core business all 
over the world. 
www.t-systems.com

UNITED ACCESS

UNITED E
a n y t i m e - a n y w h e r e

United Access is focused on secure, high-end 
smart card and RFID based solutions. We are 
acting as a security provider with a broad 
range of standard and integration compo-
nents. United Access is the support partner for 

the Infineon smart card operating system SICRYPT. United  
Access provides secure sub-systems to various markets like 
public transport, road toll, logical access, logistics, parking sys-
tems, brand protection, physical access control and others.
www.unitedaccess.com

WATCHDATA TECHNOLOGIES
Watchdata Technologies is a recognized 
pioneer in digital authentication and 
transaction security. Founded in Beijing in 

1994, its international headquarters are in Singapore. With 11 
regional offices the company serves customers in over 50 coun-
tries. Watchdata customers include mobile network operators, 
financial institutions, transport operators, governments and 
leading business enterprises. Watchdata solutions provide daily 
convenience and security to over 1 billion mobile subscribers, 
80 million e-banking customers and 50 million commuters.
www.watchdata.com

WCC
Founded in 1996, WCC Smart Search & 
Match specializes in the development of 
enterprise level search and match soft-

ware for identity matching. Its software platform ELISE delivers 
meaningful identity matches using multiple biometrics and/or 
biographic data from a wide range of sources at sub second re-
sponse times. ELISE is highly scalable and extremely robust, and 
is used by large health insurance companies and government 
agencies for immigration, border security and customs control. 
The company is headquartered in the Netherlands and has of-
fices in the USA and the Middle-East. 
www.wcc-group.com

WIBU-SYSTEMS
Wibu-Systems AG (WIBU®), a privately held 
company founded by Oliver Winzenried and 
Marcellus Buchheit in 1989, is an innovative 
security technology leader in the global soft-

ware licensing market. Wibu-Systems’ comprehensive and award 
winning solutions offer unique and internationally patented 
processes for protection, licensing and security of digital assets 
and know-how to software publishers and intelligent device 
manufacturers who distribute their applications through PC-, 
embedded-, mobile- and cloud-based models. 
www.wibu.com

X INFOTECH
X INFOTECH, a leading systems in-
tegrator and a developer of software 
suite Smarteo, delivers premium so-

lutions for issuing, managing and verification of electronic ID 
documents and smart cards. The company’s turnkey solutions 
are  fully independent and flexible, and in combination with  un-
rivalled team expertise, allow smart card and eID programs to be 
implemented easily, adapting to any environment by support-
ing any equipment and chip type. With successfully implement-
ed projects in 45 countries already, X INFOTECH is now a trust-
ed business partner and preferred solutions and services 
provider for hundreds of customers. 
www.x-infotech.com
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